We present a new approach for indexing animated objects and e ciently answer queries over their position in time and space. In particular, we consider an animated movie as a spatiotemporal evolution. That is, a movie is viewed as an ordered sequence of frames, where each frame is a 2-dimensional space occupied by the objects that appear in that frame. The queries of interest are range queries of the form: \ nd the objects that were in area S between frames f i and f j ", as well as nearest neighbor queries like: \ nd the q nearest objects to a given position between frames f i and f j ". The straightforward approach to index such objects is to simply represent the frame sequence as another dimension and use a 3-dimensional access method (like an R-Tree or its variants) to index all objects. This is problematic since objects that appear through many consecutive frames are assigned long \lifetime" intervals. Long intervals are particularly di cult to cluster e ciently in a 3-dimensional index. Instead we propose to reduce the problem to a partial-persistence problem, that is, we use a 2-dimensional access method that is made partially persistent. We show that this approach leads to faster query time while still using space proportional to the total number of changes in the frame evolution. What di erentiates this problem from traditional temporal indexing approaches is that objects are allowed to move and/or change their extent continuously between frames. We present novel methods to approximate such objects. We formulate the problem as an optimization problem for which we provide an optimal solution for the case where objects move linearly. Finally, we present an extensive experimental study of the proposed methods. While we concentrate on animated movies, our approach is general and can be applied to other spatiotemporal applications as well.
Introduction
We consider the problem of indexing objects in animated movies. In our setting, an animated movie corresponds to an ordered sequence of frames. In this sequence, each frame (or screen) is a 2-dimensional space that contains a collection of objects. As the movie proceeds, this collection of objects changes from one frame to the next (new objects are added, objects move, change in size, disappear, etc.) For the purposes of editing or assembling movie sequences, it is important to have e cient ways to access and replay all, or parts, of such movies. In particular we are interested in topological range queries of the form: \ nd all objects that appear in area S between frames f i and f j ", and nearest neighbor queries like: \ nd the q objects that appear closest to a given position A during frames f i and f j ". S and A are part of the 2-dimensional frame screen. For example the movie editor may want to nd all the objects that are inside a given window region in a sequence of consecutive frames.
A conceptual view of a movie sequence appears in Figure 1 . The areas along the x and y axes represent the 2-dimensional frame screen while the f axis corresponds to the frame sequence. Frame f 1 contains objects o 1 (which is a point) and o 2 (which is a region). At frame f 2 , object o 3 is inserted while o 1 moves to a new position and o 2 shrinks. Object o 1 moves again at frame f 5 ; o 2 continues to shrink and disappears at frame f 5 . The Figure also shows a simple query: \ nd all objects inside area S in frame f 3 "; only object o 1 satis es this query.
It should be noted that objects in movie sequences can be referred to at three di erent abstraction levels, namely: raw, feature and semantic levels 29] 38] 19] 25]. At the raw abstraction level, an object is an aggregation of pixels from a frame. At this level, the interest is mainly in object comparisons which are performed pixel by pixel. At the next higher level, frames are characterized by image features like gray scale, luminance or color histogram. Objects are identi ed through frame regions that consist of homogeneous feature vectors. Usual queries at this level are similarity queries in a multidimensional feature space. At the highest level, semantic information about the objects and their relative positions in a frame has already been extracted and can thus be used to index these objects. Such semantic information leads to content-based queries, i.e., queries about the actual objects in a movie.
Most of the previous research on indexing images or movies has concentrated on the raw and feature levels and examines similarity based queries 15] 17] (for example, nd two similar images). Our work is di erent in that (i) it deals with the semantic level, and, (ii) the queries are topological in nature (i.e., the relative position of objects in space and frame is of importance). To the best of our knowledge, the problem is novel. Very recently, 45] examines similar topological queries for multimedia applications but it addresses a special case (the \degenerate" case discussed below).
We propose to index an animated movie as a spatiotemporal evolution. That is, a movie is viewed as an ordered sequence of frames f i ; i > 0, where each frame is a 2-dimensional space occupied by the objects that appear in that frame. Time is discrete and corresponds to the sequence of frame numbers. In the rest we will use the terms time instant and frame number interchangeably.
By considering an animated movie as a spatiotemporal evolution each object is assigned a record with a \lifetime" interval f i ; f j ) that corresponds to the frames where the object was added (insertion frame) and deleted (deletion frame) from the movie. We consider two types of evolutions, namely the degenerate case and the general case. In the degenerate case ( Figure 2 ) objects are simply added or deleted from the movie. That is, during its lifetime, an object remains in the same position and retains the same 2-dimensional extent (region). This type of evolution is rather static. The only changes in the degenerate evolution are object insertions and deletions. Note that since a deletion is represented as a "logical" deletion (i.e., a deletion simply updates the lifetime interval of the deleted object's record), important for the design of the index are the number of objects indexed. That is, the number of insertions N. Since the history of an evolution is maintained, N represents the total number of records created and thus measures the space the index will use. More interesting (and realistic) is the general case where objects are allowed to move and grow/shrink among frames during their lifetime ( Figure 1 ). However, in the general case it is not obvious how position and extent changes can be quanti ed as object insertions. Consider for example an object that moves from position A in frame f i to a new position C in the next frame f i+1 . The simplest way to represent such movement is to delete the object from position A in frame f i+1 and reinsert it in position C at the same frame. This creates two records for this object, one record storing position A and whose lifetime ends at f i+1 and one record with position C and lifetime starting at f i+1 . The object's lifetime has been \arti cially" truncated into two records with consecutive and non-overlapping intervals. This approach is not e cient if objects alter positions/extents continuously through frames as it creates a large number of arti cial insertions and thus it increases the index storage space.
A better way is to store the functions describing how objects move or vary their extents. This is particularly the case in animated movies where an object's frame evolution is represented by some function (see also 1]). Even though general functions can be used, for simplicity we assume an object can move or grow/shrink through a linear function of time. Then a new record is inserted only when the parameters describing an object's movement or extent functions change. The new record will maintain the object's lifetime under the new movement/extent function. Then in the general case the number of insertions N corresponds to: (i) regular object insertions, and, (ii) insertions due to function parameter changes.
We distinguish between two di erent modes of operation. In the On-Line mode, when a new object is inserted at frame f i , its deletion frame is not yet known, so its lifetime is initiated as f i ; now) where now is a variable representing the (ever increasing) current frame number. If this object gets deleted at a later frame f j , its lifetime interval is updated to f i ; f j ). Instead, in the O -Line mode, we know in advance for each object its insertion and deletion frames as well as its positions and extents in between. Obviously, in the O -Line mode, the constructed index is expected to be more e cient since we have more information about the data. This paper concentrates on the O -Line mode, since this is the case in animated movies. There are other spatiotemporal applications where the future of the evolution is unknown and the On-Line mode is more appropriate (for example storing the evolution of a collection of cars moving in the plane).
Using the spatiotemporal approach, one straightforward way to index animated objects is to consider time (the frame sequence) as another index dimension. Then each object can be stored as a 3-dimensional rectangle in a traditional spatial index (e.g. an R-Tree 16] or its variations 21, 35, 6] ) where the \height" of the rectangle corresponds to the object's lifetime interval. The \base" of the rectangle corresponds to the largest 2-dimensional minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that the object obtained during its lifetime. Since this approach uses an \of-the-self" spatial index, it is straightforward to implement. However, it does not take advantage of the speci c properties of the time dimension. Objects remaining unchanged for many frames will have long lifetimes and thus, they will be stored as long rectangles. A long-lived rectangle determines the length of the frame range associated with the page in which it resides. This makes the clustering of objects into pages very challenging and leads to decreased query performance.
In an attempt to overcome the above problems with storing intervals, a variation of the RTree has been proposed, the Segment R-Tree (SR-Tree) 23]. The SR-Tree combines properties of the R-Tree and the Segment Tree, a binary tree data structure that stores line segments 34]. In the SR-Tree, intervals can be stored in both leaf and non-leaf nodes. An interval I is placed to the highest level node X of the tree such that I spans at least one of the intervals represented by X's child nodes. If I does not span X, spans at least one of its children but is not fully contained in X, then I is fragmented. Using this idea, long intervals will be placed in higher levels of the tree, thus the SR-Tree tends to decrease the overlapping in leaf nodes (in the regular R-Tree, a long interval stored in a leaf node will "elongate" the area of this node thus exacerbating the overlap problem). Interval fragmentation implies storing fragments of the same interval in many places.
In contrast, we propose to use a di erent approach in indexing animated objects which combines a spatial index (R-Tree) with the partially persistent methodology. A data structure is called persistent 14] if an update applied to it creates a new version of the data structure while the previous version is still retained and can be accessed. A data structure that does not keep its past is called ephemeral. Partial persistence implies that all versions can be accessed but only the newest version can be modi ed.
Partial persistence ts nicely with the degenerate case of the problem we address. This is because in the degenerate case an update simply corresponds to object additions/deletions. Methods to make a disk based structure (in particular a B-tree) partially persistent have appeared in the area of temporal databases 20, 5, 26, 46, 24] . 24] presents the Bitemporal R-Tree which is a partially-persistent R-Tree used to index bitemporal objects. This partiallypersistent R-Tree can be easily extended to index the degenerate case of animated objects.
However the general case where objects change continuously is di erent. One approach is to represent an object's movement or extent change by the largest 2-dimensional MBR that the object obtained during its evolution (maxMBR). For example, in gure 1 the largest MBR in the evolution of object o 2 occurs at frame f 1 . Then the evolution of o 2 can be represented by the insertion of this MBR at frame f 1 and the deletion of the same MBR at frame f 4 . While this representation creates only one record, it creates a large empty space for the partially persistent methodology. Even though object o 2 reduces its extent as frames advance, it is still represented by the larger MBR. Empty space in R-Trees is known to deteriorate query time.
To reduce empty space we propose to introduce a limited number of arti cial updates. An arti cial update deletes an existing object and reinserts it, thus adding an extra record. In order to maintain the index storage space linear to the number of real evolution insertions N, we limit the number of arti cial updates to be a fraction of N. To apply the partially persistent methodology one must rst decide: (i) which objects should be arti cially updated and, (ii) on what frames the arti cial updates are created. We formulate these questions as an optimization problem for which we provide a greedy algorithm that optimally nds the arti cial updates for the case when objects move with linear functions. The algorithm is based on a special monotonicity property that holds for linear changes. This property holds also when objects change one of their (two) extent dimensions linearly. If both extent dimensions change, the algorithm does not provide the optimal solution, however it serves as a good heuristic that performs very well in practice.
We compare the Partial Persistent R-Tree with the SR-Tree and a standard implementation of the 3D R-Tree. Both selection and nearest neighbor queries are examined. Our experimental results show that the Partial Persistent R-Tree consistently outperforms both the SR-Tree and the conventional 3D R-Tree for a number of diverse query workloads at the expense of additional disk space. However, the space overhead required by our partial persistent implementations remains linear to the number of objects indexed.
Section 2 provides background on the partially persistent R-Tree and the degenerate case. Section 3 discusses the general case of animated objects as well as the greedy algorithm. Section 4 contains experimental results. Section 5 presents related work while 6 concludes the paper and presents future research work.
Preliminaries
For the O -Line problem we measure the performance of an index using two costs: the query time and the storage space. Given the large sizes of animated movies we are interested in disk based solutions, i.e., the data is large and thus disk resident. Hence the indexing scheme should be designed so as to minimize the number of page transfers (I/O's) between the disk and main memory needed to answer a query while keeping the index storage requirements small. There are two basic parameters that a ect performance: the total number N of (real) updates in the frame evolution and, B, the page size in records. We assume that one I/O transfers one page. Parameter N corresponds to the \minimal" amount of information needed to store the frame evolution. Ideally, we would like our index solutions to use space that is linear to the number of updates, i.e., O( N B ) disk pages 18] . Note that for the On-Line problem an additional cost measure is the index update time (the time to process an update). This is not critical in the O -Line mode since the whole set of updates is known in advance and the index is built once.
To further exemplify the above costs, consider two obvious but ine cient ways to address topological queries about animated movies. The rst is to store in the database snapshots of all movie frames. This "snapshot" approach provides fast access to the frames of interest, but extra work is needed to locate the objects in the query area S. The main disadvantage however is the high storage space redundancy. Many objects that do not change between frames will be stored several times. (At worst, the space can become quadratic to the number of updates in the frame sequence, i.e., O( N 2 B )). The second straightforward approach is to store the changes between frames in a "log".
This approach uses minimal space O( N B ), but the query time is rather large as the frame of interest has to be reconstructed starting from the beginning of the log (at worst the whole log must be read resulting to O( N B ) query time). An intermediate approach is to store a number of frame snapshots and the sequences of changes between successive snapshots (similar idea as in MPEG). However, this approach has the following disadvantages: (i) it is not obvious how often to keep snapshots (frequent snapshots increase storage space, fewer snapshots increase query time), (ii) locating the objects in the query area S still requires extra e ort that a ects the query response time.
We proceed rst with a discussion of the degenerate case. We then show how a Partially Persistent R-Tree can be extended to e ciently index this case.
Degenerate Case
In the degenerate case, an object is inserted at the rst frame it appears on the 2-dimensional movie screen and remains as is until the frame it is deleted (disappears from the screen). A solution for this kind of spatiotemporal evolution has been proposed in 45] , that utilizes a 3-dimensional R-Tree. The time dimension is considered as another dimension along with the spatial ones, and an object is represented by its 3-dimensional MBR. Figure 2 shows the MBRs of four objects in a degenerate evolution. As discussed in the introduction, with this approach objects that remain unchanged over many frames will be stored as records with long lifetimes. The R-Tree will attempt to store these records as long rectangles (like object o 3 in Figure 2 ). causing a lot of overlapping between the nodes of the R-Tree. However, large overlapping decreases the R-Tree query performance. The SR-Tree has been proposed as a remedy for storing intervals. Overlapping is decreased by placing long intervals in higher nodes of the structure. However if large numbers of spanning records or fragments of spanning records are stored high up in the tree may decrease the fanout of the index as there is less room for pointers to children. 23] suggests to vary the size of the nodes in the tree, making higher-up nodes larger. "Varying the size" of a node means that several pages are used for one node. This adds some page accesses to the search cost.
As with the R-tree, if an interval is inserted at a leaf (because it did not span anything) the boundaries of the MBR covered by the leaf node in which it is placed may be expanded. Expansions may be needed on the MBRs of all nodes on the path to the leaf which contains the new record. This may change the spanning relationships since records may no longer span children which have been expanded. Such records are reinserted in the tree, possibly being demoted to occupants of nodes they previously spanned. Splitting nodes may also cause changes in spanning relationships as they make children smaller -former occupants of a node may be promoted to spanning records in the parent. Because of fragmentation, the worst case space requirements for an SR-Tree is O((N=B)log B (N=B)) 33]. However, this is a pathological scenario that rarely happens in practice. To improve performance, 23] have also proposed the use of a Skeleton SR-Tree, which is an SR-Tree which pre-partitions the entire domain into some number of regions. This pre-partition is based on some initial assumption on the distribution of data and the number of intervals to be inserted. Then the Skeleton SR-Tree is populated with data.
A better approach is to use partial persistence. Considering the degenerate evolution of gure 2, assume that the objects in frame f 1 are indexed by a 2-dimensional R-Tree. As the frame number advances, this 2D R-Tree evolves, by applying on it the updates (object additions/deletions) as they occur in the appropriate frames. Storing this 2D R-Tree evolution corresponds to making a 2D R-Tree partially persistent.
By \viewing" a degenerate evolution as a partial persistence problem, we obtain a double advantage. First we disassociate the indexing requirements within a frame from the frame sequence. More speci cally, indexing within a frame is provided from the properties of the ephemeral 2D R-Tree while the frame evolution support is achieved by making this tree partially persistent. Second, partial persistence avoids the long 3-dimensional rectangles and thus the extensive overlapping due to long lifetimes. Moreover, the partially persistent R-Tree uses storage space that is linear to the number of updates in the degenerate frame evolution.
Partially-Persistent R-Tree
To illustrate the partial persistence methodology we present how a 2D R-Tree is made partially persistent. Note that the methodology applies to other spatial indexes; we use a 2D R-Tree for simplicity.
The R-Tree 16] is a hierarchical, height-balanced index. It is a generalization of the Btree for multidimensional spaces. Multidimensional objects are represented by a conservative approximation, usually their MBR. This approximation may introduce empty or dead space, which is the part of the MBR that is not covered by the object. The R-Tree consists of directory and leaf (data) nodes, each one corresponding to one disk page. Directory nodes contain index records of the form (container; ptr) where ptr is a pointer to a node in the next level of the tree and container is the MBR of all the records in the descendent node. Leaf nodes contain data records of the form (container; oid) where oid is the object-identi er of the real object and container is its MBR. All the nodes except the root must have at least m records (usually m = B=2). Thus the height of the tree is at most log m n where n is the total number of objects. Searching in the R-Tree is similar to the B-tree. At each directory node all records are tested against the query and then all child nodes that satisfy the query are visited. However, a drastic di erence from the B-tree is that the MBRs in a R-Tree node are allowed to overlap. As a result, when answering a query, multiple paths may be followed, although some of these paths may not contribute to the answer. At worst all leaf nodes may be visited, however in practice R-Trees have been shown to work much faster. 24] presents a partially persistent R-Tree (called the Bitemporal R-Tree) following an approach similar to 5] (which shows how to make a B-tree partially persistent). In temporal applications it is assumed that updates arrive in order. Hence we assume that all updates in the frame evolution are provided in a sequence ordered by frame id (the \update sequence"). For simplicity of exposition, assume at most one update per frame (in practice many updates happen per frame).
The partially-persistent R-Tree (PPR-Tree) records the evolution of an ephemeral R-Tree on which the above update sequence is applied. However, it does not store snapshots of all the versions of the ephemeral R-Tree. Instead it records the evolution updates e ciently so that the storage space remains linear, while still providing fast query time. The PPRTree is actually a directed acyclic graph of nodes (each node is again corresponding to a disk page). Moreover, it has a number of root nodes, where each root is responsible for recording a subsequent part of the ephemeral R-Tree's evolution. Data records in the PPR-Tree leaf nodes maintain the frame evolution of the ephemeral R-Tree data objects. Each data record is thus extended to include the two lifetime elds: insertion-frame and deletion-frame. Similarly, index records in the directory nodes of the PPR-Tree maintain the evolution of the corresponding index records of the ephemeral R-Tree and are also augmented with insertionframe and deletion-frame elds.
An index or data record is called alive for all frames during its lifetime interval. A leaf or a directory node is called alive if it has not been split. With the exception of root nodes, for all frame numbers that a node is alive it must have at least D alive records (D < B).
This requirement enables clustering the objects that are alive at a given frame number in a small number of nodes (pages), which in turn will minimize the query I/O. The PPR-Tree is created incrementally following the update sequence. Consider an update (insertion or deletion) at frame f i . To process this update the PPR-Tree is searched to locate the target leaf node where the update must be applied. This step is carried out by taking into account the lifetime intervals of the index and the data records visited. This implies that the search follows records that are alive at frame f i . After locating the target leaf node, an insertion update adds a data record with an interval f i ; now) to the target leaf node. Instead, a deletion update will update the deletion-frame of a data record from now to f i .
An update leads to a structural change if at least one new node is created. Non-structural are those updates which are handled within an existing node. An insertion update triggers a structural change if the target leaf node already has B records. A deletion update triggers a structural change if the resulting node ends up having less than D alive records as a result of the deletion. The former structural change is a node over ow; the latter is a weak version under ow 5]. Node over ow and weak version under ow need special handling: a split is performed on the target leaf node. This is reminiscent of the time-split proposal 26] and the page copying concept proposed in 43]. The split on a node x at frame f, is performed by copying to a new node y the records alive in node x at f. Node x is considered dead after frame f. ( We can assume that the deletion-frame eld of all x's alive records is changed to f even though this is not needed in practice). Then the resulting new node has to be incorporated in the structure (for details we refer to 24, 46, 5] ).
Answering a range query about region S and frame f has two parts. First, the root alive at f is found. This part is conceptually equivalent to accessing the root of ephemeral R-Tree which indexes frame f. Second, the objects intersecting S are found by searching this tree in a top-down fashion as in a regular R-Tree. The lifetime interval of every record traversed should contain the frame f, while the record's MBR should intersect the region S. Answering a query that speci es a frame interval f; f 0 ) is similar. First all roots with lifetime interval intersecting the frame range are found and so on. Since the PPR-Tree is a graph, some nodes are accessible by multiple roots. Re-accessing nodes can be avoided by keeping a list of accessed nodes.
To answer nearest neighbor queries we use the algorithm proposed in 30] and later re ned in 10]. The query consists of a point or object and a frame sequence. The answer contains the q nearest objects that are closest to the query object during the speci ed frame sequence. The algorithm proposed in 30] can be used directly; the only di erence is on the way distances are computed. All objects that are not alive during the query frame sequence have in nite distance to the query object. On the other hand for the objects that have lifetimes intersecting the query frame sequence, the distance is computed using their extent dimensions. The algorithm visits rst the root of the tree and then traverses the tree in a top-down fashion. At each node, a list of the subtrees is kept, ordered by the minimum distance of each subtree to the query object. The subtrees are then visited in sorted order. A subtree is pruned from the search if the minimum distance of this subtree is larger than the distance of the q ?th nearest object found so far. The same algorithm is used with the PPR-Tree, after the root of the corresponding ephemeral R-tree is found.
General Case
The problem in the general case, is how to represent objects that continuously change positions and/or extent over time. Objects are still represented by MBRs but an e cient solution should minimize the empty space introduced by the MBR representation. To achieve that we introduce arti cial deletions and re-insertions of objects. We proceed with some de nitions.
De nition 1 Consider a 2-dimensional spatial object o that moves and/or changes its extent during its lifetime interval L. This evolution creates a spatiotemporal object O L which is the 3-dimensional volume occupied by o during it's lifetime L.
In the rest we use capital letters to represent spatiotemporal objects; we sometimes drop the lifetime exponent to simplify the notation.
De nition 2 Let G be a set of spatiotemporal objects. We de ne the function Empty: G ! R that takes as input a spatiotemporal object and returns the empty space that is introduced by approximating the spatiotemporal object by a 3-dimensional MBR. Figure 3 shows the movement of object o 1 from frame f 1 to frame f 5 . The corresponding spatiotemporal object is the shaded volume; the empty space is the volume that is contained inside the 3-dimensional MBR and is not shaded.
Next we de ne the (arti cial) split operation. Consider the spatiotemporal object created by the evolution of object o from frame f i to frame f j . A split operation at frame f s , where f i < f s < f j , arti cially deletes object o at frame f s and reinserts it at the same frame with the same extent at the same position. As a result the original spatiotemporal object O f i ;fs) is replaced by two new spatiotemporal objects, namely O f i ;fs) and O fs;f j ) . By adding two new spatiotemporal objects instead of the original one, the overall MBR empty space is expected to decrease since the original evolution is represented using more details. Figure 4 shows the result of a split operation performed on a frame f s on the object evolution of Figure 3 . The view from the x?axis is depicted (i.e., the spatial object is simply an interval that moved along the y?axis from frame f 1 to frame f 5 ). The gain in empty space is equal to E 1 + E 2 . For the partially persistence approach, the above split is seen as having on object with interval y 1 with lifetime f 1 ; f s ) and object y 2 with lifetime f s ; f 5 ). Without the arti cial split, we had an object y tot with lifetime f 1 ; f 5 ). Using the split operation we can decrease the empty space, and consequently the possibility of overlapping among the nodes in the ephemeral R-Tree. Thus the query performance of the index is improved with the expense of course of using more space, since every time we perform a split, we increase the number of the indexed objects by one. The more general split operation allows a spatiotemporal object to be split many times.
De nition 3 Consider again a spatiotemporal object O f i ;f j ) . Then the Split-k(O) operation partitions O f i ;f j ) into k + 1 spatiotemporal objects using sp l splitting points, where f i sp l f j ; l = 1; :::; k.
Since we assume that objects move with a linear motion over time, the best choice for k splitting points over a given spatiotemporal object (so as to minimize the empty space) is to take equidistant splits during the lifetime of the spatiotemporal object. Note that this is true only for objects that move linearly (while retaining the same extent). It is also true for objects that change one of their extent dimensions linearly. However, it is not the optimal choice for objects that change both their extent dimensions. Although, there are ways to compute the best splitting points even in that scenario, these methods are computationally expensive. Therefore, in the rest we concentrate on linearly moving objects (i.e., no extent change) for which we will provide an optimal solution. Our solution can then be used as a good heuristic for the optimal choice of splits even for objects that change both extent dimensions linearly. Consider now the problem of choosing the best splits that decrease the empty space over a set of (linearly moving) spatiotemporal objects. Clearly, as the number of splits increases the more accurate representation of the spatiotemporal objects is achieved and thus the empty space is reduced. On the one extreme is the case when splitting occurs for every spatiotemporal object. However, this creates high space overhead. A more realistic assumption is to put an upper limit on the number of splits. Then the challenge is to nd which spatiotemporal objects to split and where to split them. More formally we consider the following problem, also termed the Minimization of Empty Space (MES) problem:
Problem Statement. Given a set of spatiotemporal objects G and an upper limit on the number of splits k, nd the optimal way to apply these splits so as to minimize the empty space. where O i are the objects that generated after applying the operation split-k(O).
For example, in the 1-dimensional case that is shown in Figure 4 , we have gain(O; 1) = E 1 + E 2 . Next, we show that a special monotonicity property holds when objects move linearly over time. This property is used to prove the correctness of our splitting algorithm. The gain formula for a 2-dimensional space depends on whether the object has extent.
For the case of a point moving linearly, the gain obtained after k splits is:
For example, assume that the moving point has initial position (x 1 ; y 1 ; t 1 ) and nal position (x 2 ; y 2 ; t 2 ), where x 1 6 = x 2 ; y 1 6 = y 2 and t 1 6 = t 2 . Then the MBR has volume V = abc = (x 2 ? x 1 )(y 2 ? y 1 )(t 2 ? t 1 ) which is equal to the empty space, since the moving point does not have extent (see Figure 6) . After k splits, we get k + 1 spatiotemporal objects, that approximated with k + 1 MBRs. Since we split in equidistant points, each rectangle (MBR) has sides a k+1 ; b k+1 and c k+1 . The total volume for these rectangles is:
V splits = (k + 1) a k + 1 b k + 1 c k + 1 and nally the gain in empty space from the k splits is: and this is equal to the previous equation. An object with extent is represented by its 2-dimensional MBR. Hence consider a rectangle object that moved from some initial position to a nal one. The position of this rectangle is de ned by the position of its center. If the initial and nal positions have one common coordinate (x or y), the gain is described by a similar formula as in the 1-dimensional space. Note however that the empty space in the 1-dimensional case refers to an area while in two dimensions it refers to volume.
If the initial and nal positions have di erent x and y coordinates (see Figure 6 ), the gain formula involves also the spatial extent of the object. Using the same arguments as for point objects it can be shown that:
Using the above gain functions it is easy to prove that f(k) = gain(O; k) ? gain(O; k ? 1) for each O and k 1 is a monotonically decreasing function of k, i.e., df(k) dk 0:
It should be noted that the above property does not hold for spatiotemporal objects created by non-linear movement functions. For example, Figure 7 , shows the case of a 1-dimensional moving object, where two splits provide a gain (shown as a shaded area) that is larger than the gain with one split. Similar examples exist for 2-dimensional objects. The spatiotemporal object created by a 1-dimensional moving point and the gain after one and two splits.
The monotonicity property simply states that the more we split a spatiotemporal object the less gain we get, in terms of empty space. So the rst few splits will give high gain in empty space, but after some point the gain in empty space will be small.
As presented the MES problem minimizes the empty space in the 3-dimensional space. However by minimizing this empty space, we also minimize the total empty space for the PPRTree. Empty space in the PPR-Tree is introduced due to approximating a moving object with the 2-dimensional rectangle that encloses the object for all time instants during its lifetime (maxMBR). Introducing the arti cial splits enables the PPR-Tree to better approximate an object's evolution. Hence its query performance will improve.
On the other hand, the 3D R-Tree is not expected to be signi cantly a ected by the splits. To justify this, we use the results presented in 40]. In this paper the authors give an analytical model to approximate the number of pages accessed in an R-Tree, given a range query. This number is proportional to the number of indexed objects and also proportional to the density of the dataset. In particular, they give the following equation for the number of data pages where f is the capacity of each node in the tree, and q = (q x ; q y ; q z ) is a range query. Also D is the density of the data objects and is de ned as the average number of objects that contain a given point in the data space. These equations show that split operations will not necessarily decrease the query overhead, since a split operation decreases the density of the dataset (D), but at the same time increases the number of indexed objects (m).
An Optimal Greedy Algorithm
In this subsection we introduce an optimal greedy algorithm for the MES problem with linearly moving objects. We also discuss possible implementation methods of the algorithm. Figure 8 describes the algorithm. We use the notation Q i to denote a vector of size N (the number of spatiotemporal objects created by the linear movements). Each position in this vector corresponds to an object and stores the number of splits for the associated object in the optimal solution. We initiate this vector with the N dimensional zero vector 0 = (0; :::; 0). Then we nd the optimal solutions for one, two, ..., up to K splits. The basic idea is that the optimal solution for i splits, can be derived from the solution for i ? 1 splits, if we choose to split one object one more time. The vector e j has zero values to all position except the position j whose value is one (1). Thus we choose from all possible objects, the one that gives the higher gain in empty space.
A naive implementation of this algorithm will have complexity O(KN) operations in main memory. Note that to nd the object that gives the optimal solution with one more split, one needs to check only the objects that give the maximum gain. Hence the objects can be stored in a priority queue, sorted by the gain obtained if each object is split once more. Then at each step the object that gives the highest gain is chosen. Suppose that at some point object o j is chosen to be split and assume this object has already l splits. Then the algorithm computes the di erence between the gain obtained by splitting the object using l + 1 splits (gain(o j ; l + 1)) and its current gain. That is, the object is inserted in the queue with value gain(o j ; l + 1) ? gain(o j ; l).
Given a set G of N (linear) spatiotemporal objects and a value for the input parameter K (an upper limit to the number of splits), Proof.
First we prove that indeed the GREEDY algorithm nds the optimal solution. Let Q k be the vector that stores the optimal solution for the MES problem of N objects with k splits. That is, the solution that minimizes the empty space by using k splits. We then derive the solution for k + 1 splits.
Let Q k = fk 1 ; k 2 ; :::; k N g, where k i ; i = 1; ::; N are the number of splits for each object.
Thus the rst object has to be split k 1 times, the second one k 2 and so on. Also we have that P N i=1 k i = k. We claim that the optimal solution for k + 1 splits has the form Q k+1 = fk 1 ; :::; k i + 1; :::; k N g for some i 2 f1; :::; Ng.
Let assume that this is not true and that the optimal solution for k+1 splits has the form: The last inequality implies that Q k+1 is an optimal solution since we can split object o i k + 1 times and object o j k j times and have a better solution (or at least the same) with a solution of the form Q k+1 0. The same can be shown for any other solution with k + 1 splits.
Thus, the optimal solution for k + 1 splits can be derived by the optimal solution with k splits and the algorithm in Figure 8 does exactly this.
To implement the greedy algorithm e ciently we need to implement a priority queue. Since for the applications we have in mind the number of spatiotemporal objects is large and cannot be kept in main memory, an external memory priority queue is needed. We propose using an implementation of an external memory priority queue that is based on the bu er tree 3]. The basic idea is to perform operations (insertions and deletions) o -line in 
Performance Evaluation
We rst describe the datasets and outline the workloads used in our experimental evaluation. Then, subsection 4.2 discusses the performance characteristics of various implementations (tuning) of the PPR-Trees that we have developed. Finally, we present experimental results for both types of object evolution namely, the degenerate (subsection 4.3) and the general (subsection 4.4) cases.
Experimental Setup
For all methods the page size was set to 1 kbytes and the maximum number of records per page was equal to 50 (B=50). For the insertion and deletion operations a bu er of 10 pages was used with a LRU replacement policy. In all methods, during the query phase the bu er was invalidated before a new query is executed (so that strengths and weaknesses of the various implementations are revealed). For the 3D R-Tree method, we used an implementation of the R*-tree 6]. We implemented the Skeleton SR-Tree based on the description in 23]. In our implementation we allowed index nodes to have larger pages (starting from the leaf nodes the page size doubles as the level reaches the root). At a given index page, one third is allocated to storing spanning segments while the rest is for index records. Over ow segments still appeared in higher level nodes; such segments were stored in additional pages. However, the reported query times for the Skeleton SR-Tree do not include accessing these over ow pages (i.e., the reported SR-Tree query times are underestimates of the actual ones).
We generated various spatiotemporal datasets to compare the performance of the di erent methods. The datasets for the degenerate case were similar to the spatiotemporal datasets described in 45]. Objects in a given frame were approximated by their 2-dimensional MBRs and the size of the frame was 1:0 1:0 (unit square). Moreover, 70% of the objects were small rectangles with small lifetimes. The length of each rectangle in the x and y axes was uniformly chosen from the interval (0, 0.04] and the centers of the rectangles were uniformly distributed in the unit square. The lifetime of each object followed a Poisson distribution with mean value equal to 50. Another 15% of the objects were large rectangles with small lifetimes. Here the length of each rectangle in spatial dimensions was uniformly chosen from (0, 0.6] and the lifetimes were the same as above. The remaining 15% objects were small rectangles with large lifetimes. The lifetimes for these objects were uniformly chosen between 250 and 500 frames. For each object a number of lifetimes between 0 and 10000 was generated, and the number of frames between subsequent lifetimes had the same characteristics as the lifetimes.
We generated ve di erent datasets with objects per frame ranging from 250 to 2500. We call this type of datasets DG (degenerate).
For the general case we created two di erent types of datasets. First we had a collection of datasets containing only moving rectangles (the MV dataset). Each rectangle starts at a speci c position and moves with a linear motion to its nal position. Each set had one-third of \slowly" moving rectangles whose sides were uniformly chosen in (0; 0:02], and speeds between 0 and 0.001. Another third had sides in (0; 0:01] and speeds between 0 and 0.006 and nally \fast" objects with the same side lengths and speeds between 0 and 0.01. The rectangles retain their size as they move and only change their center positions. The lifetime of each object had mean value 50. Again the average number of objects per frame ranged between 500 and 2500.
We also generated a collection of datasets that was a mixture of the previous ones (the GN, or, generic collection), and consists of static objects, moving objects and objects that change extent over their lifetime. In particular, one third of the objects are static objects with the characteristics of the DG datasets. Another third are moving objects and the rest are objects that change position and extent, always linearly over the frame sequence. To generate some of the above datasets we used the GSTD generator 42]. In Table 1 we give the main characteristics of the datasets. It should be noted that to insert objects into a PPR-Tree, we rst sort the dataset over the object insertion and deletion frames. Then the dataset is processed sequentially until the end of the evolution. For the 3D R-Tree the dataset is rst sorted on the object insertion frames and objects are inserted in that order. For the Skeleton SR-Tree inserting the spatiotemporal objects according to insertion frame order tend to a ect overlapping (since the ordering implies that an interval will probably overlap the next inserted interval). We got better performance when the spatiotemporal objects were inserted randomly.
Finally various query workloads were generated (separate workloads were created for range and nearest neighbor queries). A query workload consists of 1000 queries. A query is spatiotemporal in nature, i.e., it has a spatial and a temporal predicate. For the range queries, the spatial part contained 2D rectangles with three di erent sizes, Small, Medium and Large. The Small rectangles had lengths between 0 and 0.1, Medium between 0.1 and 0.3 and Large between 0.2 and 0.6. For the temporal predicate we distinguished between \snapshot" queries, where the temporal part was a single frame, and, \period" queries where each query speci ed a frame interval of length between 0 and 100. For the nearest neighbor queries the spatial part was either a query point or a small rectangle uniformly inside the data space. The temporal part was a \period" selected randomly, with length between 0 and 100. A number of optimization issues have to be addressed when implementing the PPR-Tree. The most important of them are the merging and splitting policies. Note that the merging policies of the partially persistent B-tree are not applicable. The reason is that in a B-tree there is a single order among indexed objects; moreover, data is kept in pages according to this order. Consequently, for each underutilized page there are at most two possible sibling pages that it can merge with. On the other hand, a PPR-Tree stores multidimensional objects and for each page there are many possible sibling pages (all pages that have the same parent with the underutilized page are candidates). We used three merging policies. The rst one, called Overlap chooses as a sibling the currently alive page that has the same parent and shares the most overlap with the underutilized page. The second one, (Min Area), selects as sibling the page whose bounding rectangle area needs the least geometric expansion to incorporate the objects of the underutilized page. Finally, the third policy (Margin), nds the page that when merged with the underutilized page, has the least margin, which is the sum of the lengths of all sides of the bounding rectangle.
Tuning the PPR-Tree
For the splitting policies, we use two methods. On is called Quadratic and it has been proposed in the original R-Tree paper. The other one (R-star) is the policy that is used by the R*-tree. The rst policy assigns objects in two groups, initializing these groups by picking the pair of objects that would waste the most area if put in the same group. The R-star policy is based on determining various distributions of objects in a page, after ordering all objects in each dimension. The best distribution is selected, based on a set of criteria, such as minimizing the sum of margin values and also minimizing the overlap-area between the two generated pages.
In Figure 9 we plot the query performance (in average number of pages read per query) for all combinations of splitting and merging methods. We used the DG datasets and a snapshot query workload. As the gure shows, the query performance is mainly a ected by the splitting policy (with the R-star policy providing better results than Quadratic). The merging policy has small e ect. The space consumption of the PPR-Tree is depicted on Figure 10 . Here the important factor is the merging policy and the Margin policy gives the best results. As a result, for the rest of our experiments we implemented the PPR-Tree using the R-star splitting policy and the Margin policy for merging nodes. We proceed with experimental results about the degenerate case. Since it contains objects with no position/extent changes it serves as a reference point for our later experiments. Figures 11-13 report the results for snapshot queries with Small, Medium and Large size (in spatial extent) respectively. The average lifetime of the objects is about 50 frames. In all cases the partially persistence methodology outperforms the Skeleton SR-Tree and the 3D R-Tree. The di erence is higher for smaller queries. The SR-Tree behaves better than the R-tree since by placing spatiotemporal objects with long lifetimes higher in the tree it reduces overlapping. It should be noted that in our SR-Tree implementation, the experiments with average number of objects/frame equal to 2000 and 2500, produced comparatively very large number of over ow pages. Since these pages were not counted for the query I/O's, the depicted performance corresponds to interpolation from the behavior of the method for the 500, 1000 and 1500 experiments. Figure 14 shows the results for Small/period queries. Here the query frame period ranged from 0 to 100, using a dataset with 1000 objects/frame. Interestingly, the R-Tree behaves better than the SR-Tree for period queries. This is due to object fragmentation. The larger the query period, the more copies of objects it will overlap with. The PPR-Tree's performance 0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50  55  60  65  70  75  80  85  90  95  100  105  110  115  120  125 is also a ected by the query period size. Since partial persistence is optimized towards frame queries, a query involving a large period (many subsequent frames) will overlap with many object copies thus decreasing query performance. Figure 15 depicts the space consumption of both methods, for DG datasets. As expected the space consumption of the PPR-Tree is higher than the SR-Tree and the 3D R-Tree. Note though that the space overhead remains linear to the number of objects and it is about 2.5 times more than the space used by the 3D R-Tree. 
Degenerate Case

General Case
First we present our results for the moving rectangles datasets (MV) and then for the general datasets (GN). Given a dataset, the GREEDY algorithm derives rst all spatiotemporal objects that yield the best gains in terms of empty space when split. Then these objects are split and the MBRs of the newly generated spatiotemporal objects are computed. Subsequently these MBRs are indexed by the PPR-Tree (marked as Greedy-PPR-Tree in the gures). To validate the expectation that a 3D R-Tree will not gain much by the arti cial splits of the GREEDY algorithm, we indexed the resulting MBRs with a 3D R-tree, too (Greedy-3D R-Tree). We compare the two GREEDY approaches against the simple approach where no arti cial split is considered. That is, we used a 3-dimensional MBR around each spatiotemporal object and indexed them using (i) a plain 3D R-tree and (ii) a Skeleton SR-Tree.
Finally, we also used the maxMBR approach for the PPR-Tree (maxMBR-PPR-Tree). Unless otherwise stated, the number of arti cial splits were about half of the number of original spatiotemporal objects (1:5N). similarly with splits or no splits (i.e., as expected, the greedy splits do not provide a large advantage). A split may decrease the empty space but it increases the number of objects, a ecting the 3D R-Tree query performance. The Skeleton SR-Tree behaves worse that the 3D R-Tree for the MV datasets. Since objects move, the corresponding MBR is rather large, not only on the frame dimension, but on the X and Y dimensions as well. The SR-Tree clustering based on the lifetimes is not so e cient anymore, and the method tends to perform like a regular R-Tree. The space for a method that uses the greedy approach is about 1.5 times the space of the same non-greedy method ( Figure 19 ). Frame period queries appear in Figure 20 using a dataset with 1000 objects per frame. The Greedy-PPR-Tree method remains better than the other methods even for the larger periods we tried. It is also clear that as the query period increases, the performance of the greedy 3D R-Tree deteriorates against the 3D R-tree. This is because the splits introduced by the greedy approach introduce copies that the R-tree considers as separate objects. Finally, the SR-Tree behaves again very similar to the 3D R-Tree. For brevity of presentation, in the rest of our experiments the SR-Tree is omitted.
The e ect of using di erent number of splits is examined in Figure 21 . The query performance is shown for three MV snapshot query workloads with 1000 objects per frame and di erent number of splits. For brevity only the Greedy-PPR-Tree is presented. The dataset it was a MV dataset with 1000 objects per frame. Clearly increasing the number of splits improves the query performance. The space is also increasing proportionally to the split percentage increase (and is thus not depicted).
The performance comparisons for the general datasets (that include mixtures of moving/static/extending objects) appear in Figures 22 to 27. All methods behave very similar to the results for the moving objects datasets. Despite using the greedy algorithm as an approximation for the extending objects, the Greedy-PPR-Tree still provides the best performance.
The performance for nearest neighbor queries is similar to the range queries. For brevity, we report results for the general datasets (GN), but the same trend was observed for the other datasets as well. In Figure 28 the average query performance is shown for a set of 50-Nearest Neighbor queries (that is, nd the 50 nearest objects to the query object). The frame period was 20 frames. Figure 29 reports results for nearest neighbor queries with di erent frame periods. The Greedy-PPR-tree has again the best query performance.
Finally, in Figures 30 and 31 we present the total number of I/O's needed to create each of the index structures. Here, we assume a cache of only 10 pages. Using larger the construction time can be decreased considerably. The 3D R-Trees have lower construction time that the PPR-Trees. This is not surprising. Clearly, for the partially persistent methods the index is accessed twice for each spatiotemporal object: once at the insertion frame and again at the deletion frame. On the other hand for the 3D R-Trees, the index is accessed only when the MBR of the spatiotemporal object is inserted. However, for the O -line problem, the index is created only once and then is used for the querying, i.e., the update cost is not that critical. 3D R*-tree maxMBR-PP R-tree Greedyx1.5 -3D R*-tree Greedyx1.5 -PP R-tree 3D R*-tree maxMBR-PP R-tree Greedyx1.5 -3D R*-tree Greedyx1.5 -PP R-tree Figure 29 : Nearest Neighbor query performance for di erent time periods and GN datasets.
Related Work
Although recently there has been extensive work on multimedia and video databases, the approach discussed in this paper is novel. The work in 45] considers only static objects (degenerate case) and uses a 3D R-Tree approach to index the objects. Another work that proposes indexing video objects in order to answer mostly temporal queries appears in 1]. In this, video movies are preprocessed and all entities of interest such as objects, activities, and events, are identi ed. Subsequently, these entities are associated with speci c frames in which they appear. Therefore, every entity is coupled with a set of frames which can be viewed as a set of line segments (if consecutive frames are put in one line segments). A main-memory Segment Tree 34] is used to store the resulting line segments. Queries that this structure can answer are of the type: " nd the objects that appear when a speci c event happened" or " nd the objects that appear in all frames where a speci c object appears". Also the authors discuss how to store higher level information for each object in order to answer more complex queries. However, most of the complex queries have query time linear to the total number of video objects. Another interesting approach to index video data has been proposed in 8, 9] . There video data is indexed using not only information about the color or texture (as in image databases) but also motion and spatiotemporal information. First a video movie is partitioned into shots or scenes. Then all objects that appear inside each shot (called video objects) are found. For each object information about its features (color, texture and shape), but also about its motion is stored. In particular, the motion of an object is stored as a trail of the object position from one frame to another. The user can ask queries using a visual interface, and can give di erent weights for each feature. In 39], algorithms to index these video objects are presented. Each object is mapped to a high dimensional space which is then split into a few low dimensional feature vectors. Querying is performed for each vector separately. Yet another work that represents the motion of an object by using its trail is 12]. Our approach is complementary to these works and can thus be used to enhance the query capabilities of the aforementioned systems.
Content-based retrieval has also been an active research area in the past few years and several systems have been developed. These systems allow image indexing by using low-level image features such as color histograms, texture and shape. The user speci es a target image (QBE) or a sketch and the system retrieves the most similar images to the target image. Some examples of very successful systems in these area include QBIC 15], Virage 17] and VisualSEEk 36] . However, all these systems support retrieval of still images. Some of these ideas has been used to index movie databases by using low level features combined with some semantic information 37] 8].
Related is also research in the area of spatiotemporal database indexing. In particular, 41] summarizes the issues that a spatiotemporal index needs to address. In an early paper 47], the RT-tree is presented, an R-Tree that incorporates time into its nodes. Each object has a spatial and a temporal extent. For an object that is entered at time t i the temporal extent is initialized to t i ; t i ). This temporal extent is updated (increased) at every time instant that this spatial extent remains unchanged. If the spatial extent changes at time t j , a new record is created for this object with a new temporal extent t i ; t j ). Clearly, this method is ine cient due to its large update overhead. In 27, 44, 47, 28] the idea of overlapping trees is used to make an index partially persistent. Di erent indices are created for each time instant, but to save space, common paths are maintained only once since they are shared among the structure. However the overlapping method has a logarithmic space overhead, since every time an update is made, the whole path from the root to the updated leaf node has to be copied. Indeed, in an experimental evaluation presented in 28] the overlapping R-Tree (HR-Tree) has an order of magnitude higher space overhead that the 3D R-Tree. It should be noted that the GREEDY algorithm presented in this paper is general and can be used to enhance the performance of any partially persistent method (including the overlapping approach). In another recent work 31], an R-Tree is extended to support transaction and valid time. However, this work concentrates on the combination of degenerate evolutions and bitemporal datasets. Spatiotemporal indexing as examined here deals with historical queries about the spatiotemporal evolutions. Work dealing with future queries about the position of moving objects (assuming knowledge of movement functions) appears in 32] 22] 2].
Conclusions and Further Research
We have examined the problem of indexing objects in animated movies. We proposed to represent a movie as a spatiotemporal evolution and reduce the original problem to a problem of partial persistence. However, the partial persistence approach considers only objects that remain unchanged during their evolution (i.e., between the frames they appear). This is not realistic in animated movies where objects can change their extent/position among frames. We presented an e cient way to represent such complex objects. In particular, we formulated this problem as an optimization problem and provided an optimal greedy algorithm for the case of linearly moving objects. Our solution is also optimal for objects that change linearly only one of their extent dimensions. However, it is suboptimal for objects that change both their extent dimensions. The presented approach provides very fast query time at the expense of some extra space, which however is linear to the number of changes in the frame evolution. We have shown the merit of our method by comparing it with an approach that sees the frame sequence as simply another dimension and uses (i) a regular 3D R-Tree, or, (ii) a Skeleton Segment R-Tree.
An interesting future direction is to consider objects that change position and/or extent with non-linear functions. Clearly, for this case, the monotonicity property does not hold. We are examining the existence of e cient algorithms that approximate the optimal solution with a good approximation ratio.
Another problem that we plan to investigate is the case of On-Line indexing. This paper considered only the O -Line case, where all objects and their evolution is known beforehand. However, in many real life applications, objects are inserted in an on-line fashion in the dataset. We expect that an on-line version of the optimal greedy algorithm will give a good approximation of the optimal solution.
Yet another interesting avenue of research is to extend the techniques presented here to di erent query scenarios. This includes queries where the view point changes in time.
One application we can consider is the following: assume that the original two-dimensional model that we use to build an animated movie extends further than the screen, and that the actual animated movie that we see is in fact a speci c cut. The cut (that is, the visible part of the movie) depends on where we position the screen window. Assuming that this position remains constant, we can nd all visible objects by answering a three-dimensional range query. That is, a two-dimensional range query in the visible screen is translated into a three-dimensional spatiotemporal query. If however the position of the screen does not remain constant, the shape of the spatiotemporal query becomes more complicated. Consider for example answering range queries while the screen zooms in or out. Assuming that the size of the range query on the screen remains constant relative to the size of the screen, if we are zooming-in objects will appear larger and fewer objects will be in the query area. This query can be mapped to a spatiotemporal query that looks like a pyramid. We can approximate this query by a number of spatiotemporal range queries using the same technique that we use to optimally bound a moving object with minimum bounding rectangles. When zooming, the viewpoint changes location along an axis perpendicular to the frame plane. A more involved problem is answering such range queries when the viewpoint is translated as well as moving closer or further from the frame, or, if we consider three-dimensional objects, when the view point moves and rotates in space. Finally, we note that our approach is general and can be applied to other spatiotemporal applications as well (for example indexing forest extends or city boundaries over time, etc.).
